Top Ten Birds to look out for in Beijing this Spring
1.

Beijing Swift (Apus apus pekinensis), 北京⾬燕, Běijīng yǔyàn

This incredible traveller arrives in Beijing in mid-April and departs at the end of July. After leaving Beijing, this
bird will fly to South Africa for the northern winter, before returning the following spring, a round-trip of more
than 26,000km! Scientists are 99% sure that the Beijing Swift usually makes this journey WITHOUT
LANDING! It eats, drinks and even sleeps in the air. Given it’s route, it’s the perfect ambassador for the “One
Belt, One Road” initiative by the Chinese government to revive traditional trade routes into Central Asia and
Africa.
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2.

Beijing Babbler (Rhopophilus pekinensis), ⼭鹛, Shān méi

A resident in the hills and mountains around Beijing. Usually shy and elusive, this bird is most obvious in Spring
when it deploys its incredible repertoire of vocalisations to attract a mate and defend its territory.

3.

Mandarin (Aix galericulata), 鸳鸯, Yuānyāng

A stunningly plumaged duck that arrives in Beijing each spring, making its nest in a tree hole. The Chinese refer
to Mandarin ducks as yuanyang 鸳鸯, where yuan (鴛) and yang(鴦) respectively stand for male and female
mandarin ducks. In traditional Chinese culture, mandarin ducks are believed to be lifelong couples, unlike other
species of ducks. Hence they are regarded as a symbol of conjugal affection and fidelity, and are frequently
featured in Chinese art.

4.

Eastern Marsh Harrier (Circus spilonotus), ⽩腹鹞, Bái fù yào

This magnificent bird of prey arrives at wetlands in Beijing, such as Yeyahu Wetland Reserve, in late March and
performs a fantastic wheeling display flight to attract females, often including a food pass during which the male
drops a food parcel for the female to catch in mid-air. The Eastern Marsh Harrier is polygamous and will often
have two of three females in its territory.

5.

Purple Heron (Ardea purpurea), 草鹭, Cǎo lù

A beautiful heron, similar to the more common Grey Heron but with more varied colours, a longer, snake-like
neck, longer bill and larger feet, good for clambering in reedbeds. The Purple Heron arrives in Beijing in late
March and April and will make its nest at the base of reeds in wetland areas.

6.

Siberian Rubythroat (Luscinia calliope), 红喉歌鸲, Hóng hóu gē qú

A beautiful migrant through Beijing in spring and autumn, passing through on its way to and from breeding
grounds in far north China, Mongolia and Russia from wintering grounds in SE Asia. Usually found in dense
scrub. Due to its beautiful appearance and rich song, it is a target for law-breaking poachers who use nets to
catch them and put them in cages. The population is in decline.

7.

Azure-winged Magpie (Cyanopica cyanus), 灰喜鹊, Huī xǐquè

One of Beijing’s most common residents, even found in the city centre. Very sociable and noisy with often large
groups moving from tree to tree in search of food. One of three magpie species found in the capital, the others
being the black and white Oriental Magpie and the spectacular Red-billed Blue Magpie, the latter found mainly in
the hills and mountains around the capital.

8.

Yellow-breasted Bunting (Emberiza aureola), 黄胸鹀, Huáng xiōng wú

A beautiful passage migrant in Beijing, found in small numbers every spring and autumn, often in damp grassy
areas. Formerly abundant, the population of this species has crashed by more than 95% in the last few decades,
mainly due to illegal hunting for food in southern China, and it is now classified as ‘critically endangered’, just
one step away from extinction. Anyone considering eating wild birds should consider whether they want to be
responsible for losing this beautiful bird forever.

9.

Hoopoe (Upupa epops), 戴胜, Dài shèng

A familiar and popular bird in Beijing, due to its spectacular crest, raised when excited or alarmed. Primarily a
passage migrant and summer breeder, this species is occasionally found in the capital in winter, too. Nests in
cavities in trees and uses its curved bill to probe the ground for grubs and insects.

10.

Oriental Plover (Charadrius veredus), 东⽅鴴, Dōngfāng héng

A stunningly beautiful and scarce passage migrant in Beijing on its way from wintering grounds in Australia to
breeding grounds in Inner Mongolia and Mongolia. Beijing’s Yanqing County is one of the most reliable places
to see this species in late March and the first half of April, when sometimes groups of 100+ gather on barren
flat areas to feed on insects.

